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Now, what if you could find a way to build a
perfect rebuttal to all the common objections
you hear? We all have them. Our Top 10 List of
Objections. Have you written yours down?  If
not, do so now. This will help you when it
comes to crafting the blueprint for your
rebuttals. Originally I wanted the title to be “The
Perfect Rebuttal Blueprint”, but for me the thing I
have learned in sales is, there is no such thing
as perfect. Perfect is whatever works for you
best. Make it your own, be creative, have fun,
and remember:

“These aren’t secrets, it’s just that nobody is doing
them.”

Write out a list of your
Top 10 Most Common

Objections
This will help you better

craft your
Rebuttal Blueprint

for future use

Pro Tip
#1
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Introduction

Sales people love templates! Our lives are
contingent on them. Scripts and talk tracks
for sales, email templates for prospecting,
product/service offering materials for
marketing, even our blocking and schedule
routine is a template! But, what do you do if
nothing is available, or what if what is
available does NOT work? These are
positions we have all found ourselves in at
one point or another. Chances are if you
have once before, it won’t be your last.



Remember, there is a
difference between a

Quick Rebuttal you would
use for a Gatekeeper, and
a Rebuttal you would use

on your Targeted Prospect
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In order to craft your Rebuttal Blueprint,
there are 7 Steps to follow when creating
your outline. I myself like to have my list
of rebuttals for my most common
objections stapled to the back of my cold
calling scripts. This way I can easily flip to
my rebuttal page and handle the
objections as needed.  Keep in mind,
these rebuttals should be used on your
TARGETED PROSPECTS in the B2B
market. This Rebuttal Blueprint is when
the conversation needs a push to
advance the call with Decision Makers.
These are not your quick rebuttals that
you will use on Gatekeepers, and
potential Champions to advance your
cause. Those rebuttals will be covered in
a different guide.
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7 Steps to Building Your Rebuttal Blueprint 

Pro Tip

S T E P S

#1:     State Name
#2:     Repeat Objection
#3:     Ask for Trust
#4:     Agree/Understand

#5:     Acknowledge the Situation
#6:     Rebuttal
#7:     Permission for the Close
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Step 1 - State Name

Stating the Prospect's first name is
as important as anything you do in
your rebuttal, if not the most
important. This shows you care
enough to repeat and acknowledge
them. It baffles me how frequently
sales people forget the name of the
person they just met. You will not
succeed in sales if you can't
remember your prospect's name.

When a new acquaintance
makes an effort to

remember your name, it
shows you are both willing
and know how to operate

on a personal level. This is
key when positioning

yourself to a potential
buyer. Simply repeating

your target's first name will
set you apart from 80% of
sales people in the world.

Remember, "People Do
Business With People" no

matter what you are
proposing, or what it

costs, as long as they BUY
YOU, there will always be

a sale

Pro Tip
#3
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Step 2 - Repeat Objection

Repeating the objection is vital
to showing you understand
where the prospect is coming
from. Empathy can turn an
enemy into an ally. Once the
scent of a sales pitch reaches
your prospect's ears, an RDR
(Reactionary Defense
Response) is common.

“I don’t have time”, “I’m busy”,
“We’ve tried it before”, “Not
Interested” - are just a few
common examples.

Now, whether their rebuttal is an
objection or a complaint is for

you to decide. Acknowledgement
and Understanding shows

Empathy. These are positive traits
that lead to people being more

likely to abide with your requests.
Repeat the objection, and frame

the pathway for where you're
going to go.

Repeating pieces of
information given to you

shows comprehension and
understanding with your

Prospect and their
situation

Pro Tip
#4
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Step 3 - Ask For Trust
Being able to ask for trust is not

an easy task. However, the
quicker and more naturally you

can insert it into a statement,
the easier it will be. Trust can be

earned throughout various
processes of the sale, but none

better in my experience than on
the heels of an objection.

Gaining trust is hard to do, and
if you can do it within a rebuttal,

you're golden.

Actions speak louder than
words...Unless you have a
carefully crafted rebuttal.
Allow your words to speak the
same amount of volume an
action would. In turn you must
ask for what you need, not
what you want. Simply state to
your Prospect "Trust Me". This
will enact trust in their mind
instantly.

Gaining the trust of a
Prospect is a pivotal part

of your rebuttal because it
gives you credibility

throughout the entire
process

Pro Tip
#5
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Step 4 - Agree/Understand

Agreement and Understanding are
pivotal parts to advancing any
process of a sale. I have worked
with companies before that have
an Ideal Customer Profile (ICP), and
refuse to prospect outside of that.
Yet, once I analyzed their sales
process, methods, and
performance, I was able to expand
them into new markets they never
imagined. I remember a business
supply company who would NOT
prospect businesses who were
NOT currently using their product.

They thought that by only focusing on
companies that used their type of
product, they were saving time by not
getting no's over those who didn't.
However, they failed to realize that if they
expanded their sales abilities to build
better positioning for companies who
didn’t currently operate within their
market, they could increase sales
revenue. Less than 6 months later, their
sales revenue increased 30%. It all started
with agreement and understanding.

People don't do business
with people they can't

agree with, or understand.
If you discount this step,
you will end up doing the

same to your sales
revenue

Pro Tip
#6
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Step 5 - Acknowledge The Situation

Once you have repeated, the
name, stated the rebuttal,

asked for trust, and agreed or
understood the Prospective

Client, now you can
acknowledge their situation.
This is heavily based off the

Reactionary Defense Response
(RDR) you've received. If they

are busy, you would build a
hypothetical situation to

acknowledge how you have
inconvenienced them. This
allows them to accept your

intrusion.This step is great because once
again, you are showing you agree
or understand, and you know
what they are going through. You
are subliminally building an
expectation that you understand
them. This will benefit you when
you finally pitch your
product/service. While this does
take some creativity, when
carefully put together you can
nearly pinpoint their situation.

Understanding the
situation is key to

furthering the trust you
are slowly gaining from

your Prospect before you
reach the end of your

Rebuttal

Pro Tip
#7
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Step 6 - Rebuttal

This step is the actual rebuttal
itself. The One Line Value
Statement (OLVS) should be
well crafted to combat the
objection, or RDR you were
given. This allows you to perk
the interest of your Prospect,
while also giving them a
valuable reason to stay on the
call. If the Prospect you called
is busy, give them a reason to
make the time. If they don’t
have time, tell them how brief
you will be and the value of
staying on the call.

If they tried something similar
to your product/service in the
past and didn’t like it, intrigue

them with new changes or
updates. Your ultimate goal is
to use this step to combat the

objection, and give them a
OLVS to keep them on the call.

This includes an offer (THIS IS
WHAT I CAN GIVE IF YOU GIVE ME

XYZ) followed by a promise, (IF
MY OFFER DOESN'T XYZ, I'LL XYZ).

A One Line Value
Statement, also known as a

VIP Statement, should be
short and concise getting
the Prospect to see value

of staying on the call
amidst their objection

Pro Tip
#8
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Step 7 - Permission For The Close

Now it’s time for you to close
them on continuing the
conversation. I am against
asking YES or NO questions,
unless I know the answer is
YES. I see this being done
frequently…”does this sound
of interest to you?”. If you
receive the NO, which WILL
happen, both parties miss
out on the value of a
potential partnership. By not
furthering the conversation,
you lose out on the potential
deal, and the prospect loses
out on the opportunity to
partner up with you.

This is why it’s best to ask for
permission without floating it

on the surface. When you
transition to your permission

statement, it takes practice and
fluidity to come across as

genuine. Trust me, if they do
not want to further the

conversation, they will stop
you. After the permission is

stated you MUST ask your
Qualifying Prospective Question

(QPQ). This is the section,
above call else, that could

qualify your prospect for your
product/service.

Make sure you know your
Qualifying Prospective
Question (QPQ), this

should be the baseline for
qualifying your Prospect,

and their potential
partnership

Pro Tip
#9
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Putting It Into Practice

So let’s say you sell Restaurant POS Software that integrates systems
in the efforts of providing shorter table wait times. You are calling an

owner of a Bar/Bistro. You’re QPQ is about table wait times. This is
the first call, and he responds to your opening statement with a

series of rebuttals, let’s take a look at each one below.

"I'm Busy/No Time"

Prospect, you’re busy, trust me, I understand. I called you out of the blue and
you probably have better things to do. Give me 45 seconds of your time right
now, and if this doesn’t become the most important call you take all week, I’ll
hang up on myself. That said, allow me to ask you...what is your average table
wait time on a Saturday night?

"I'm Not Interested"
Prospect, you’re not interested, trust me, I understand. If most of my clients
HAD been interested before I called them, they would’ve already been doing
business with someone else. Instead they chose to do business with me, and in
less than 45 seconds, I can show you why. That said, allow me to ask you...what
is your average table wait time on a Saturday night?

"We Already Looked Into It"

Prospect, you've already looked into this software, trust me, I understand.
Most of my clients were just like you and had already looked into a similar
offering before we first spoke. They hesitated to look any further because
nobody guided them through the process. In less than 45 seconds I can give
you a birds eye view of the value they initially missed out on. That said, allow
me to ask you...what is your average table wait time on a Saturday Night?
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"Send Me Over Some Info"

Prospect, you want some info, trust me, I agree. Info is great, and I could send
you so much information you would probably know more about my company

than I do by the end of it. Instead of taking all that time to read through
brochures, I could condense the information down for you in less than 45

seconds. That said, allow me to ask you...what is your average table wait time
on a Saturday night?

"We Already Have Somebody"

Prospect, I know you already have somebody, trust me, I understand. 90% of
my clients were already working with someone when we first talked. However,

after just 45 seconds with me they saw a value in considering a switch, NOT
DOING IT, just considering doing it. That said, allow me to ask you....what is

your average table time on a Saturday night?

"You're Too Expensive"

Prospect, we're too expensive, trust me, I understand. The reality is, it's hard to
judge the cost of a system without getting a fair look at the ROI it provides. If
you give me 45 seconds of your time right now, I can show you why offerings

like ours can be similar in look but vary in price. That said, allow me to ask
you...what is your average table wait time on a Saturday night?

"No Room in Budget"
Prospect, you don't have room in the budget, trust me, I understand. The

reality is, you aren't spending anything on our offering right now, so even a
dollar would be over budget. Give me 45 seconds of your time and I'll show you

why it makes sense to make room in the budget for us. That said, allow me to
ask you...What is your average table wait time on a Saturday night?

Putting It Into Practice - Cont'd
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Conclusion

Not that tough right? With a little creativity, a little practice, and a
little zest, you should overcome your prospects objections in no

time. Remember, you won't land every single one.

I’m not a fan of saying “It’s a numbers game”, partly because
without quality prospecting, conversion, and closing...there are no
numbers. I’m a fan of both quality and quantity. Structure is more
important than dialing the phone. Why? If you have no structure,

what will you say or do when the prospect finally picks up the
phone? How will you handle their objections.

There’s a reason successful sports teams have playbooks, and you
should too. Let this Rebuttal Blueprint be a guide to your future

sales success.

Be sure to check out more of our valuable resources by
clicking our logo below!

The information provided in this e-book is strictly for the convenience of eager sales teams and is for general informational purposes only.
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